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1 Introduction

In 2021, China proposed to promote the construction of the medium and long-term (M-L)
electricity market and accelerate the construction of the national unified electricity market
(Huang and Li, 2022). Each province had also issued M-L electricity market trading rules. M-L
electricity market refers to the multi-year, annual, quarterly, monthly, weekly and multi-day
electricity wholesale transactions carried out by power generation companies, power
consumers, electric power companies, and other market entities through the negotiated
transaction, centralized auction transactions, and other market-oriented methods. At
present, the M-L electricity market in various provinces in China mainly carries out
electrical energy transactions. The organization forms of the transaction include auction
transactions and negotiated transactions. However, various organization forms are generally
not considering network constraints duringmarket clearing (Guo et al., 2020). This can lead to a
series of problems, such as the power dispatching institution having to take a long time to do the
security assessment, and the time of transaction organizations being longer. Moreover, the
adjustment rate of the first market clearing result is relatively high because network constraints
are not considered and the security assessment time is long (Xia et al., 2020). Due to the
uncertainty of new energy, the market needs to provide sufficient adjustment opportunities, so
the M-Lmarket must have the ability to start the market periodically. But a high adjustment can
make it difficult for theM-Lmarket to carry out full-cycle and high-frequency transactions. The
demand for normalized transactions in the M-L market cannot be met. Therefore, to take high-
frequency transactions and security assessment into account in the market, it is necessary to
consider the network’s available transfer capability (ATC) constraints in M-L electricity
transactions.

The total transfer capability subtracts the transmission reliability margin and capacity
benefit margin, and the remaining part is the available transmission capacity. It represents the
amount of transmission capacity left in the network that could be used commercially. Domestic
and foreign scholars have already conducted a wide range of studies on the M-L electricity
market and ATC methods. The calculation methods of ATC include the method based on
power flow and intelligent algorithms. Mohamed et al. provided a comprehensive review of the
calculation methods of available transmission capacity (Mohammed et al., 2019). In the inter-
provincial M-L electricity market research, Zeng et al. simplified the AC/DC hybrid network by
using the sensitivity analysis method. Then, they considered the ATC constraints of the
equivalent network and established amarket optimization clearing model of centralized auction
transactions (Zeng et al., 2020a). In addition, Zeng et al. aimed at the problem of market
coupling in the national unified electricity market. They proposed three bi-level clearing models
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which were suitable for different market stages. They considered the
ATC constraints of AC/DC networks and established the market
clearing model for the inter-provincial market (Zeng et al., 2020b).
Fu et al. also took into account the security constraints of the network
in the M-L electricity market. On the strength of power transfer
distribution factors, they calculated the available transfer capability of
the grid through the DC power flow calculation method. Then they
established the M-L electricity market transaction clearing model,
which could ensure the transactions pass the security assessment (Fu
et al., 2022). Europe is the forerunner in electricity market reform. In
the process of coupling various European regions, European Union
developed a Pan-European Hybrid Electricity Market Integration
Algorithm (EUPHEMIA) (Lam et al., 2018). At the initial stage,
EUPHEMIA adopted the ATC method to calculate the allocation
of cross-regional capacity. This method is still used in most market
areas today (The European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity, 2021). Chatzigiannis et al. established an
elaborate model. The model considered a large number of network
constraints and market constraints in European Power Exchanges
(PXs). These constraints included ATC and flow-based (FB) network
constraints (Chatzigiannis et al., 2016). Le et al. pointed out that
Europe had completed day-ahead market coupling, and the next task
was establishing continuous trading in the intraday market. They
proposed an advanced algorithm that could coordinate continuous
trading and discrete auction. The algorithm could realize the market
clearing at any level of coordination between the two trading
mechanisms (Le et al., 2019). Gunkel et al. made a comparative
analysis of various models of the power transmission system. They
argued that the net transmission capacity (NTC) method was
conservative in calculating line capacity (Gunkel et al., 2020).
Makrygiorgou et al. pointed out that the ATC method still
occupied a dominant role in European cross-border transactions.
Their study compared these two methods. They argued that the
two methods had the same objective function in the problem of
European market coupling and blocking management, and the
main difference was the constraint conditions (Makrygiorgou et al.,
2020). The ATC method could provide an easier way for transactions,
but the utilization rate of power transmission capacity was not as good
as the FB method.

In summary, the current research on the ATC method has been
relatively mature. Many studies have analyzed the application of the
ATC method in China’s inter-provincial M-L electricity market.
However, as for the intra-provincial M-L electricity market, there is
still a lack of relevant research. The existing research has provided a
sufficient experience for the research of the intra-provincial electricity
market. Therefore, China must research intra-provincial M-L
electricity market clearing models considering ATC constraints.
This can lay the foundation for realizing the connection of
electricity markets between different regions and building a unified
national electricity market.

2 Intra-provincial M-L transaction
mechanism considering ATC

Available transmission capacity represents the amount of
transmission capacity left in the network that could be used
commercially. On the one hand, power grid operation is
complicated and uncertain due to various factors. On the other

hand, the proportion of new energy with intermittent, random, and
volatile characteristics in the power grid will gradually increase, and
will gradually enter the power market for trading in the future. The
peak load of the power system is often close to the transmission
capacity limit of the grid, which will make the situation of the grid
more complicated. Therefore, the transmission capacity of the power
network must be calculated frequently to ensure the stability of high-
frequency power transactions.

At present, the M-L electricity market in various provinces mainly
conducts electrical energy transactions. The organization forms of the
transaction include auction transactions and negotiated transactions.
Auction transactions include centralized auction transactions,
matchmaking transactions, and listing transactions. The process
organization of various transactions is different. Therefore, to
consider the application of ATC in the M-L market, we should
analyze the four transaction modes separately. The intra-provincial
M-L transactionmechanisms considering ATC constraints established
in this paper are shown in Figure 1. The following is an analysis of
these four trading methods.

Centralized auction transaction: Centralized auction transaction
requires all the market entities to declare the information including the
amount of electricity and price in different periods on the power
trading platform. Then the power exchange center organizes the
uniform clearing. Finally, the transaction results are formed after
checking by the power dispatching institution. Generally, market
transaction clearing uses the integrated method of two models.
One model is security-constrained unit commitment, and the other
model is security-constrained economic dispatch. Currently, the M-L
centralized auction transaction generally only sets price and electricity
constraints. Therefore, under the new transaction mechanism. To
form the trading result with the curve at different time segments, the
ATC constraints of the network should be taken into account in the
market transaction clearing model.

Matchmaking transaction: During the opening period of the
matchmaking transaction, each market entity can submit the
bidding information at any time, and the power exchange center
carries out the rolling matchmaking transaction according to the
principle of time first and price first. Unlike the unified clearing of
centralized auction transactions, the matchmaking transaction will be
cleared all the time. Whenever a piece of bidding information meets
the requirements, a deal is struck. Therefore, under the new
transaction mechanism, the matchmaking transaction should
consider the ATC constraints of the transmission network in each
matching clearing. After completing a transaction, the ATC
constraints of the transmission network are updated on a rolling
basis to provide constraints for the next transaction.

Listing transaction: In the listing transaction, a market entity
(power buyer or the power seller) puts forward the bidding
information, including power purchase information, power sale
information, or the power energy and price at different periods of
the contract. After the power exchange center conducts the market
clearing of the application information, the listing transaction result
will be formed. During the listing transaction period, after the listing
entity completes the listing operation, the delisting entity shall proceed
to delist operation. Therefore, under the new transaction mechanism,
there are two aspects needed to think about the ATC constraints of the
transmission network in the listing transaction. On the one hand, the
generating capacity of the unit and load demand level need to be
considered when the power exchange center is clearing to form the
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listing transaction results. On the other hand, when the delisting entity
proceeds with the delisting operation, it should not only ensure that
the delisting power or the maximum power shall not exceed the upper
limit of the listing transaction but also ensure that the trading results
after delisting shall not exceed the transmission capacity limit of the
power grid. Therefore, the ATC constraints of the network should be
considered before and after the listing transaction.

Negotiated transaction: In the negotiation transaction, market
entities independently negotiate the electricity and price of the
transaction. The negotiated transaction shall be declared and
confirmed by one party in the power exchange center. After that,
the power trading center clears the negotiation result and submits it to
the power dispatching institution for security assessment, thereby
forming the final trading result. Therefore, under the new transaction
mechanism, the power exchange center shall publish the ATC of the
transmission network in advance before the opening of the bilateral
negotiation transaction, to guide the trading quantity and the method
of the curve decomposition of the two parties. When clearing the
negotiated electricity, the power exchange center should also consider
the ATC constraints, to ensure that the electricity transaction curve
reached meets the operation demand of the grid.

3 Discussion

The application of technical methods requires a complete market
mechanism to cooperate with each other. At present, the reformation
of the electricity market in China is in the initial stage. In order to
realize the application of the ATC method in the intra-provincial M-L
electricity market. The electricity market mechanism requires to be
further refined. In-depth research is still needed on the following
aspects. First of all, it is necessary to realize the connection of trading
between different regions. This requires close coordination between
the power exchange center and the power dispatching institution in
various regions. Second, the transaction of the M-L electricity market
includes different time-scale, such as annual transactions, quarterly
transactions, monthly transactions, and multi-day transactions.
Therefore, a full-cycle transaction mechanism of the M-L electricity
market needs to be established. Gradually realize the connection
between the M-L market with the spot market. Finally, the power
exchange center submits the market clearing result to the power
dispatching institution. The power dispatching institution returns
the data to the power exchange center, such as the available
transmission capacity. Through the collaboration between the two,

FIGURE 1
Intra-provincial M-L transaction mechanisms considering ATC.
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real-time updates of the grid’s available transmission capacity can be
realized. The M-L electricity market transactions will have two
characters, full-time and high-frequency. Therefore, there are many
benefits to considering the available transmission capacity constraints
in M-L electricity transactions. On the one hand, it can shorten the
overall transaction time and increase the frequency of the transaction.
On the other hand, it also can provide crucial technical support for
new energy participation in the M-L electricity market.
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